In the mixed model, the behavior of linear functions of the fixed and random effects is examined. It is found that inclusion of certain functions of random effects can lead to estimators which are equivalent to those under a fixed effects model and are inconsistent with the inherent structure of the mixed model. Three examples are presented which illustrate the behavior of linear functions of the fixed and random effects. These functions represent the broad, narrow and intermediate inference spaces as introduced by McLean, Sanders and Stroup (1991) . Which random effects should be included in the model is discussed. Random effects representing experimental error units are candidates for inclusion in estimable functions. Inclusion of experimental unit effects in estimable functions can lead to misleading results.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, the mixed analysis of variance model is considered with a focus on a particular issue: defining appropriate estimable functions of the fixed and random effects. McLean, Sanders and Stroup (1991) introduced and discussed the distinction between broad, narrow and intermediate inference spaces. These spaces are represented by linear functions of the fixed and random effects with distinctive characteristics. The major goal is to examine these characteristics.
To set the stage, let!) denote the entire t x 1 vector of fixed effects and let .Q denote the entire p x 1 vector of random effects exclusive of g. as the N x 1 vector of random error terms. The N x 1 vector of observations Y can be expressed in the mixed model as Y=W,6+U.Q+g.
(1.1)
where Wand U are the N x t and N x p fixed effects and random effects design matrices, respectively. For all but the simplest of mixed models, the vector of random effects will contain mUltiple sets of random effects. Let P r denote the vector of random effects for the rth set of random effects and let s > 1 denote the number of sets of random effects. The vector of random effects can be partitioned accordingly as
( 1.2) so that the mixed model becomes Y=Wf) + LP r +~ .
(1.3) r For example, consider a variety trial experiment involving different plant spacings in a randomized complete block design at each of several locations. The scalar model might be written as
( 1.4) where the vector of fixed effects f) would contain the overall mean Il, the Uk variety effects, the ~l spacing effects and the u~kl interaction effects while the vector of random effects k) would contain s = 2 sets of random effects: the Pi location effects in k)1 and the 'Yij block within location effects in k)2. Using Henderson's mixed model equations (Henderson, 1984) under the assumptions that the k)r are multivariate normal with zero mean vector and covariance matrix 0; = <l>r Ir and ~ is multivariate normal with zero mean vector and covariance matrix R = <1>0 IN ,a solution to the mixed equations as given by
would yield .Q = CT with C = P-. The matrix C is partitioned according to (1.6)
The .Q solution vector contains e as BLUE for He = (W'W) -(W'W) f) since W may not be full rank and ~ as BLUP for the k) random effects vector. The covariance matrix for e and ~ -k) is <l>oC. Consideration is given to predictable functions of the form The first is which effects should be included as random effects in a model and the second is which random effects should or should not be candidates for inclusion in a predictable function as defined by Mr . The focus of the discussion will be to raise issues that should be addressed in defining meaningful functions of the fixed and random effects in applied mixed models.
SPECIFYING A MIXED MODEL
In specifying an effects model, all possible sets of combinations of effects are sometimes included. For example, in the randomized complete block design with a two way factorial A x B treatment structure and multiple observations per block by treatment combination, all treatment combinations are assigned completely at random to the experimental units within each block. If blocks are considered to be random, then the experimental units within each block would be intrinsically correlated and the scalar model might be formulated as (2.1) with observation covariance structure given by
2) For the model in (2.1), the fixed effect vector f) for the model in (1.3) would contain Jl as the overall mean, the Uj as the treatment A main effects, the ~k as the treatment B main effects and the U~jk as the treatment A x B interaction effects while the random effects vector Q for the model in (1.3) would simply contain the Pi block effects with variance «1>1.
The model in (2.1) may be controversial for two reasons. The model does not contain a term for identifying the individual experimental units to which the treatments are assigned and ignores the fact that the observations within each experimental unit are intrinsically correlated. Letting PU~ijk denote the individual experimental units within each block to which the treatments are assigned, the more appropriate mixed model would become (2.3) with observation covariance structure given by 
ifi"# a (2.4) where <1>1 is the variance component for the random block effects and <1>2 is the variance component for the random experimental unit effects. A corresponding result is that the random effects vector i) for the model in (1.3) would contain the block effects in i)1 and the experimental unit effects in i)2.
For the model in (2.3) and (2.4), the pa~ijk term would give rise to the experimental error term for all hypotheses on the fixed treatment effects. To extend the block by treatment combination effects further according to (2.5) the paij' P~ik and pa~ijk effects would give rise to different experimental error terms for the aj' ~k and aPjk fixed effects, respectively. But this model would be suspect since it would require assuming that each block by treatment component effect would provide sources of covariance over and above those already contributed by the block effects and the experimental unit effects. The resulting covariance structure would become
The conclusion here is threefold. Which random effects are to be included in the model determines the observation covariance structure which should be consistent with the nature and behavior of the experimental material and which random effects are to be included in the model automatically become candidates for inclusion in narrow or intermediate inference spaces through Mr. However, those effects which represent the experimental error structure are truly random events and should not be included in predictable functions as effects which are repeatable in any real sense.
SPECIFYING PREDICTABLE FUNCTIONS
Three examples are presented and discussed. The first example illustrates that narrow inference spaces under certain circumstances are essentially equivalent to treating the model as a pure fixed effects model. The data in (3.3) are those used by McLean, Sanders and Stroup (1991) . The experimental problem involved two machines as fixed effects, three operators as random effects and two production trials per cell. The model becomes
with Yijk in (3.3) as the response on trial k (=1,2) by operator j (=1,2,3) on machine i (=1,2), the ai as the fixed machine effects, the Pj as the random operator effects with variance <1>1' the Yij as the random machine by operator cell effects with variance <1>2> the tijk as the random error effects with variance <1>0 and covariance structure
Hence, for the model in (1.3), the f) fixed effects vector contains the I-t and ai effects while the ~ random effects vector contains the Yij effects in ~2and the Pj effects in ~1. For all results that are to be presented, the actual data are contained in the observation vector All results were obtained from GLMM, a general linear mixed model program Blouin, Saxton and Koonce, 1989) . Using REML (Corbeil and Searle, 1974) , the estimators of the variance components for the error, operator, and machine by operator random effects are 0.0485 = est(<I>o), 0.0510 = est(<I>l) and 0.1073 = est(<I>2), respectively. It is noted that Henderson's Method 3, MIVQUEO and Henderson's REML using quadratics developed by LaMotte (1971) As <1>1 increases relative to <1>0, the standard error of the treatment means increases. However, consider the narrow inference functions of the fixed and random effects as in (3.11) L.6. will again yield the same treatment means, but the standard errors of the treatment means are too small and equivalent to the fixed effects model solution given by -rf<1>o
. r (3.12)
In contrast, under a fixed effects model, consider the overall mean and the block means But using these same functions under the mixed model, the corresponding estimators of the mixed model block means and their corresponding standard errors would be equal to L.6. = {30.66667, 32.16667,30.66667} and se (L.6.) = 0.52705 for all elements in L.6.. Hence, the mixed model block means tend to shrink toward the overall mean with a reduced standard error. Let the ratio of <1>0 to <1>1 range from zero to infinity. The behavior of the L.6. mixed model block means and their standard errors are graphically depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , respectively. These figures show that as the variance component ratio increases, the "best predictor" of the block response approaches the overall mean with a reduced standard error. Alternatively, as the block variance increases, the variance ratio decreases and the individual fixed effect block means are the "best predictors" of the the block response. Hence, under the mixed model, as the block variance decreases, the "best predictors" of the block responses approach the overall mean with a reduced standard error.
Returning to the machine by operator problem, let the variance ratios be Tt 1 = <1>0 / <1>1
for the Pi effects and Tt2 = <1>0 / <1>1 for the 'Yij effects. Consider the fixed machine effect means. The estimators for the broad inference function as in (3.7), the narrow inference function as in (3.8) and the intermediate inference function as in (3.9) will all be equivalent and equal to Yi . . = {50.95 , 51.96}, but the standard errors will differ as a function of the variance ratios. Regardless of the variance ratios, the narrow inference function will yield the fixed effects model results of 0.0899 = se (y i.,) . Hence, the narrow inference function treats the model as fixed, not mixed. Fix the value of <1>0 and let Ttl and Tt2 increase, or equivalently, let <1>1 and <1>2 decrease. For any given Ttl and as Tt2 approaches infinity, the standard error of the mean for the intermediate inference space approaches the standard error of the mean for the narrow inference space. Similarly, for any given Tt2 and as Tt 1 approaches infinity, the standard error of the mean for the broad inference space approaches the standard error of the mean for the intermediate inference space. Hence, as both variance ratios increase or both variance components decrease, the mixed model approaches a fixed effects model. The result is that under a mixed model, the standard error of the mean from the narrow inference space is too small. In contrast, consider functions which focus on the random operators and the random operator by machine effects. For discussion and comparative purposes, the fixed effects Some results are that for any 111 and as 112 approaches zero, the operator functions in (3.14) yield the fixed effects operator results and the machine by operator functions in (3.15) yield the fixed effects machine by operator results. Hence, as the individual variance components increase separately, the mixed model results for the separate random effects approach the fixed model results. Conversely, as both variance ratios increase to infinity, the operator functions in (3.14) yield the overall mean results under a fixed effects model while the machine by operator functions in (3.15) yield the machine mean results under a fixed effects model. Hence, as both variance components decrease, there is shrinkage to the overall mean for the operator effects and shrinkage to the respective machine means for the machine by operator effects. In all cases, the standard errors under the mixed effects model are smaller than the standard errors under the fixed effects model. The second example presents a problem with missing cells. The data came from a cotton efficacy trial on the effects of different herbicides at different rates on weed control.
The model was y I'J' = ~,+ P , + E" with a total of twenty treatments in three blocks. The The fixed effects solution -0.37225 = est(8 17 ) for treatment j = 17 is precisely equal to
with standard error se = 17.2329. Consideration could be given to adding back the function of the random effects as a pseudonarrow inference function which effectively zeros out the random effects in (3.18). The function would be L = [0000000000000000 1000~ ~oJ, (3.19) but the results of LQ = 0 with standard error se = 16.9962 would be precisely equivalent to the results if the model had been executed as a completely fixed effects model. For a third and final example, rice variety trials in a randomized complete block design with four blocks were conducted at each of three locations. Locations differed in soil types and there were ten lines of rice. Nitrogen treatments were randomly assigned to plots within a block and all lines were randomly assigned to subplots within each plot. Hence, the model becomes (3.20) with !l as the overall mean, the (Xi as the location effects, the oil as the random block within location experimental error effects for locations, the ~k as the fixed nitrogen effects, the (X~ik as the location by nitrogen combination effects, the "(ilk as the random nitrogen by block within location experimental error effects for nitrogen and location by nitrogen treatment effects, the Vz as the varietal line effects, and the (XVii and the ~vkZ and the (X~Vikl as the associated factorial effects of line with location and nitrogen treatment effects.
Consider treating the location and varietal line effects as random. All of the crossclassified effects involving the v zline effects could be conceptualized as various environmental by genotypic interaction effects, the a~ik could be conceptualized as various environmental by treatment interaction effects, and all other terms could be conceptualized as random expressions of experimental error. Hence, the only fixed effect terms are represented by !l and the ~k' However, the (Xi location effects and the v z line effects could be considered arguably as fixed effects. Consider defining functions of the (Xi location effects (fixed or random), the ~k soil treatment effects (fixed) or the vzline effects (fixed or random). Let Mw M~, Ma~' MY' Mv and so forth denote the corresponding partitions of the narrow inference space function. All M matrices, except M~ and My as expresssions of functions of random experimental error effect, could be viewed as expresssions of functions of repeatable main effects and interaction effects and would be candidates for inclusion in L functions. M~ and My as expresssions of functions of experimental error effects would not be candidates for inclusion in narrow or intermediate inference functions. Similarly, all effects except the Oil and the "(ilk could be classified reasonably as contributing to the treatment structure as well as the observation covariance structure. As such, M matrices corresponding to these effects could be considered for inclusion in defining functions.
SUMMARY
Although statistical software packages may provide opportunities to examine a rich variety of functions of the fixed and random effects, there may be certain classes of functions which are almost always, if not always, inappropriate. Consideration might be given, as far as is practicable, to increasing the difficulty of gaining access to these functions. As has been illustrated and as a negative aspect of using narrow inference functions, the narrow inference functions that were examined lead to results that are equivalent to the results from a completely fixed effects model solution although the specified model is mixed. Rl>.110 400 500 600
